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Olainnan Harrison Moody called for a moment of silence in memory
of: a past Board of SUpervisors member Mr. loid Hodnett. Mr. Hodnett was a
Board member from November 1974 to December 1979 and he was also a member
of, the Dinwiddie County Industrial Authority from February 1993 to the
present. He was a member of the Airport Authority also.
IN RE:

INVoc::ATION

PLEffiE OF ALLEGIANCE AND CALL 'ID ORDER

Mr. Moody called the meeting to order at 5:00 P.M. follow-ed by
the lord's Prayer and the Pledge of Allegiance.
lNRE:

IUBLIC HEARING

STATE DESIGNATED ENTERPRISE ZONE

Mr. Moody stated that we would begin the meetili:g with staff
presenting infonnation on the enterprise zone.
Follow-ili:g this
presentation would be the Public Hearili:g, with a three (3) minute time·
limit on each speaker.
'Ihe:i3oard of supervisors will then take all the
. infonna.tion under advisement and decide whether to vote tonight or table
the matter for further consideration.
Mr. Moody asked Mr. Guy Scheid,
Director of Planning, to come fo:rward for the presentation.
Mr. Scheid came forward to make the presentation. '!he enterprise
zone discussion came up recently in· context with the new steel site that
has been located in Dinwiddie County.
'Ihe Governor mentioned an
enterprise zone at .the fonnal announcement by TXI on Monday, December 15,
1997.
'!he Governor has, at his discretion, the ability to designate a
certain area as an enterprise zone.
He so chose to designate , with a
joint enterprise zone designation, the County of Dinwiddie and the City of
Petersl;:lurg. 'Ihe criteria that needed to be used and designated to become
an enterprise zone was obviously the core area, the area where Chaparral
steel was to be located and those logical expansions outward from that
area to be included in the enterprise zone.
'Ihe enterprise zone is
something of an economic benefit for both carrnnercial, industrial, and
resiqential development, as well as a benefit for fixing up properties
that are already in existence.
The program itself, you cannot just say
the program is A-B & C, because the program can be what the community
wants it to be.
'Ihere is what is tanned an incentive package which is
part and parcel to not only designate the' land mass but it also says what
you as the locality will do within this area to assist in locatili:gnew
businesses and encouraging those businesses and residential structures
that are in this area to develop further ~
Mr. Scheid then stated the
Board had been given a preliminary package as to what was designated in
the package as your enterprise zone, that would be the narrative.
He
proceeded to review the map with the Board discussing the area that was
being proposed as an enterprise zone. Maps were also made available for
citizens in attendance.
He stated that certain criteria had to be used
when designating an enterprise zone area. '!he area must fit into one of
three categories. 'Ihe category we are looking to fit into is the category
in which at least twenty-five (25%) percent of the famil,ies that are
within the enterprise zone, or the census block tract data, are at least
eighty (80%) or less of the medium inCOIUEi for the county. . '!hat is the
criteria we would be able to come under. We have to be very careful about
the area we select, to be sure we do come in under that criteria. If we
do not qualify under that criteria then we can not be designated as an
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enterprise zone. Also the criteria is we can not exceed six (6) square
miles. 'Ihe area that Dinwiddie County is looking at is roughly three (3)
square miles.
'Ihere was discussion alxmt section .II-B. Housing and Population
Characteristics portion of the application for enterprise zone
designation.
Mr. Scheid ~lained that. we must use' the 1990 census
infonnation because that is the most current data available.
Mr. Moody opened the Public Hearing portion of the meeting. He
instructed the' citizens to address any questions they might have during
this portion and the Board would tl:y to answer them following the Public
Hearing.
.
Mrs. Gloria Jones,' who had not signed up to speak, asked who
determines the incentives that are offered ,in an enterprise zone.

Mr. SCheid stated that on the local viewpoint that the locality
made the determination as to what incentives are offered. 'Ihe state makes
the i,detenninations as to what state incentives are offerEd. Mr. Scheid
.stated that he hated to be vague but it is the type of· thing . that is
vague.
'Ihat is what it is.
It is what ever the community decides ,that
theY' can live with.

'Ihere was some question regarding eminent domain. Mr. Moody, Mr.•
lone;}; and Mr. Dan Siegel, the County Atto:mey stated there was no eminent
doma;in. All nnnors regarding eminent domain are false.
.
Mr. Moody again stated that all questions asked during the Public
Hearing portion would be addressed after all citizens had spoken .. Also he
rern:i,nded citizens of the three (3) minute time limit.
.

'Ihe following citizens came before the Board at this t:i.Ine:
1.
Mary Beth Stech, 27316 Flimk Road, Petersburg, Virginia, came forward
asking for answers to the following three (3) questions:
1) will the
en~rise zone provide a buffer?;
2) What will happen to the 'value of
property in the area?;
and 3) What provisions will be made for the
wetl.ands?
,.
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2. ,'Patsy Root, 27111 Flank Road, Petersburg, Virginia, came forward with
questions regarding the Eillterprise zone - i s it industl:y; will it be
another Chaparral Steel? What type and when will people in the community
know?
Who will make that decision? 'Ihere are high pOW'er transmission
lines, going across that property; we know that if a lot of industl:y comes
in those lines will increase in voltage. CUrrently she is unable to touch
her.. gtltters without getting a sensation.
What are the, plans for a
substation in the area? She was very concerned abOut the property value.
3. :,.·~Charles Wagstaff, 7409 Vaughan Road, Petersburg, Virginia, came forth
questioning why were the citizens not infonned, by the Board about the
enterprise zone when they were talking about Chaparral?
'!he area is
changing week by week.
Is the Board penalizing them for living out
there? He understands that Ulaparral always acquires extra ,companies. He
wanted to know if the Board knew' anything about this and who might be
earning out there with them? He was concerned about the property values in
the area. He is upset because nobody is telling them, the citizens whose
. liv¢S will be changed, anything abOut what is going on or will be going on.
4.' . Robert Belcher, 27516 Flank Road, Petersburg, Virginia, came forward
beginning with Merry Chrisbna.s.
His questions are: . What about the
railroad spur line? What is the status on that? will an enterprise zone
tum into an industrial. park? Would you like to buy a house? . It is
$150,000.00 right now.
'Ihe map that you are showin<J the citizens only
includes Dinwiddie County but at the Public Hearing meeting said that it,
would give us all the Petersburg infonnation on here too.. Why didn/t we
just print this up for Dinwiddie county, why include Petersburg?
will
there be another public hearing on enVironmental analysis? How much can
the land take before it contaminates all the wells in the area? If this
does contaminate his well, is the County willing to hook up.his house for
water? He feels that the COunty should spread some free, perks down his
way!
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Mr. IDng stated that he wishe::l to interject something at this
point, if possible. 'lhere seems to be some confusion regarding the joint
application with the city of Petersburg for the enteJ:prise zone. 'lhe city
of Petersburg's Public Hearing on what zone they are preparing to submit
is tomorrow night with their City Council. We do not have any say as to
What Petersburg's zone looks like.
He felt that this neede::l to be
clarifie::l.

5. Mike Moore, 26116 Plantation Road, came fonva.rd. stating primarily his
concern was about the development plan.
He asked if there was a
development plan to detennine What industries will be in this enteJ:prise
zone, in addition to Chaparral? Is that long range plan for 1 - 2 - 3 - 4
- . or 5 years? He would like to receive a copy of that plan if one is
available.
6.
Peter Jeffrey, WPVA, 25720 Greensville Avenue, came fonva.rd. stating
that under Section 59.1-274.1 - page 4 - of the Enterprise Zone Act, the
Board, WPVA's Board of Directors, is requesting that the Board of
SUpe:rvisors of Dinwiddie County set either as a part of the motion to
bring an enterprise zone in; as an amendment; or as a separate motion, the
intention to provide expansion of the enterprise zone as early as
possible, possibly next spring, the spring of 1998.
'lheir original
resolution was to become a part of this application but having
conversations and looking at the relevant material they realize::l that it
was not feasible to try to be a part of this original application.
However, they are strongly requesting that the motion, either as a part of
the motion, or as a separate motion, that the cormnunity of West Petersburg
be considere::l as a candidate for expansion in the spring of 1998. 'lhe
second. question he had was to request the Board. of SUpervisors of
Dinwiddie County under Section 59.1-283 - page 16 - he continue::l by
stating that he was not quite certain - What is stated he desired was to
do the work that they are doing, currently involve::l in, in West
Petersburg; and eventually Piney Beach. 'lhey are going to be asking the
Board to include as a local incentive, he did not know if it should be a
part of the original package, the adoption of a partial exemption of
taxation of substantially rehabilitated real estate pursuant to 58.1-3221,
as well as an adoption of a local enterprise zone development taxation
program.
7. Richard Hotchkiss, 27518 Flank Road, came before the Board. to state he
was originally opposed to the steel mill. He was concerne::l about how much
farther south and west they wished to go. 'lhe Board had stated Chaparral
Steel would bring in a lot of tax dollars and it seems to him the Board
would be satisfie::l with that alone. Now they are going farther south and
farther west. He wante::l to know where it would stop. He state::l he bought
a place in the country to raise his four (4) little girls.
He was
planning to build an addition to his home but now that is aver with.
'lhere is no way he can do anything like that with the property values
going down.
He had two (2) things that he wished the Board to answer
tonight. 1) All drainage runs south and west, what is that going to do
to underground. water supply? He proposes to the County, and would like an
answer tonight, that they will provide, at no cost to all residents living
in all adjoining areas, in the propose:i enterprise zone, all the areas
along Church Road, Squirrel level Road, Flank Road, Vaughan Road, Weakly
Road, Sinpson Road , Defense Road, Wells Road, Boydton Plank Road, with
free soil and water tests before they start and then again on an annual
basis after they start operation.
2) Also he would like to see public
water and sewer expand. to this area and that the County will provide free
of charge hookup to each and every adjoining landowner.
8.
Deborah DeBiasi, 9012 Circlewood Drive, came forward with concerns
regarding the water table and drainage.
She felt that some base line
sanpling needed to be done now.
Without this the County would have
nothing to compare to in the future.
She was also concerne::l about
employment statistics on the existing industries that have come into
Dinwiddie County.
She state::l there are needs to upgrade the roads and
trash pickups.
She wanted to know about the people in the enterprise
zone. Is this all going to be brought up? What does this enterprise zone
mean? Will residents be forced to make their lands available?
9. Jerome K. Rivers, 6922 Vaughan Road, came fonva.rd. with concerns about
being in the middle of the enterprise zone.
How will this impact him?
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Will he be forced to sel.l his land? will the County buy the property and
give it to the iridustrY~i'): How: will. this.work?
.
'. fr~~~\i. . f
'."
' . . '
10.
Jolm Cox, 445 Bridge Court, Hampton, Virginia, 10024 Vaughan Road,
came fo:rward stating that he had business interests on Vaughan Road. He
stated that he believes that Petersburg is a depressed area.
They need
economic help. He also felt that Dinwiddie County was groping at straws .
.Hestated when you court a business you are operating from a position of
. weakness.
He accused the Board of being more in partnership with
:Cllaparral Steel than with the citizens of·thei:r;- own ccnnmunity.. He asked
for an envirornnental impact study be made in the Cllaparral sit,eand in
this zone in order that mistakes might not be .made . He wished the Board a
Merry. Christmas and stated they would be the only ones hav:i.ng one because
he felt the citizens in this area would not.
.
11.· : . Jolm Boswell, 7303 Church Road, Petersburg, Virginia, came forward
stating that he had just a couple of questions. 'What impact zone - ,what
will that land be rezoned to? CUrrently a lot of' this land is A-I,' A-:2
etc. now, what will the land in the enterprise' zone be rezoned to? When
they come around for the reassessment,' will his' property, whic::h' borders
this·. zone, will he still be A-2 or how will this affect his reassessment? .
Mr. Moody. declared the public hearing closed. He stated he had
list;.E:rl the questions and felt Mr. Sc::heid had also been listing them, as
they.were being directed.
He' stated he was goirig to try to ansWer, a
couple of the ones relating to the enterprise zone and then Mr. Sc::heid
would follow up on other technical ones. .

With reference 'to a buffer zone, will one be provided, the li:md
will.be .zoned the same as it is right now. Nothing will happen until.an
industry comes and applies for rezoning. The zoning will remain the same
until an industry requests rezoning or the County rezones it.· We do not
expect this to happen anytime soon; it is just an area that is deSignated
as an e:nteiprise zone. It does not mean anything. If an industry cames
in then they will have to qualify or have to rezone the' property before
they can occupy the property. At that point buffers and conditional use
pennits will come into play.
,"_.'

There' was a question regarding options on property - the owner of
the property will not change hands.
The exterior properties, outside of
Cllaparral Steel, will remain the same unless another company comes and
wishes to build.
Then. .' they will be talking toeac::h land owner
personally.'
The land owner will talk to them about options.
Again
nothing will happen with this designation we are discussing tonight, until
these. events happen.
; "
,
l
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As far as us, the Board, knowing or
not knowing about the'
designation, the Governor gave us the designation .last Monday, he gave us
the" opportunity to apply. We knew he might but it, was not known for sure
until Monday. We also did not know how big the' enterprise zone area could
be.:,'

All companies wishing to locate within the enterpri5e; zone· will
have! to go· through the 'same process as Chaparral to have. the land.
rezoned. The land is not rezoned for industry except for where Chaparral
Steel has their site . . Petersburg has their own map, and he is unaware of
where the lines will be.
'
The last person who spoke asked what the land would be rezoned
to. An application for rezoning would have to be filed in order for any
rezoning to occur; therefore, he did .not know what rezoning might occur in
the future.
Mr.

Moody asked Mr.

Sc::heid to come forward to address other

questions.
Mr. Scheid stated that he would attempt to answer additional
questions that have been put before the Board.
Some . of the, questions
citizens have posed he does not have answers for.

",'
- Buffer requirements within thi~ enterprise zone -'. there is not
any discussion right now of rezoning property. '!he properties .will retain
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the current zoning they have on them. '!he properties that are within this
zone may. be chosen at some future date to be removed, where some may be
added to it. If a person wishes to use their property, for a particular
use, in its current zone, they will be bound by the zoning ordinance.
This zone does encourage the utilization of the property, not to have it
laying hollCM for a long time.
It does encourage the property to be
used.
'!he answer to will a buffer be required - this matter will be
addressed at the time an application for rezoning is submitted and a
corrlitional use pennit filed.
- Property values within the area of the enterprise zone - Mr.
Scheid stated he was not qualified to put property values on people's
property with industJ:y coming. '!here are many things to be considered and
he could only assume the infonnation people have conveyed to him to be
true. He stated some residents have had their properties evaluated and
they say their property values have decreased.
He had no official
infonnation one way or the other.
- wet Iands - As far as wet lands boarding the property,
certainly the wet lands, as most people are familiar and as he knCMS the
Board is very familiar, wet lands are controlled by the Federal
Government. 'Ihe Anny Co:rps of Engineers is very strong on the wet lands
issue.
Any time more than one third (1/3) of an acre is affected then
there is considerable discussion; it goes on with litigation, and even the
concluding of any development on the property. wet lands is a very big,
important factor that is taken care of at the Federal level and the state
also chimes in on that.
- other industJ:y in new enterprise zone - Is the enterprise zone
being developed for another industJ:y? Mr. Scheid stated to his knCMledge
there is no other industry being considered at this point and time. 'Ihe
enterprise zone, by state law, is not allowed to be site specific by that
account.
It has to be a zone that will enhance more than just the
property that is being considered and a logical expansion of that which
was considered.
When this zone was being anticipated it was not with
anybody else or any other industJ:y in mind.
- Power Lines- 'Ihe power line in the area, he did not know what
to say about the power lines, the static electricity or whatever other
types or problems that are associated with it.
He thought that would be
something that power companies would have to deal with.
- Additional Companies companies? Again he-----

Was Chaparral steel acquiring more

'"
Mr. Tickle interrupted Mr. Scheid asking him to return to the
power lines issue. A very specific question was asked about these lines
and he, Mr. Tickle, thought that the citizen really asked was current
related. 'Ihe citizen has a feeling that by Chaparral coming there will be
more current running through the lines. 'Iherefore, can you, Mr. Scheid,
address the issue, when a line is coming across the County, of which the
County has a couple currently, with a standard amount of current going
through them, it is going to change, increase or decrease. '!he current is
coming through, they Chaparral, are just going to pull off some of the
current.
Now is that probably an accurate assessment of what they are
going to do?
Mr. Scheid stated that it is.
He felt what the citizen was
getting at, as the County is aware, several years back, the transmission
lines were greatly beefed up and what he felt the citizen was ultima.tely
getting at was, is this going to happen again? It might happen again but
it does not necessarily have to happen because it is Dinwiddie creating
the demand.
A great deal of that power line beefing up was because of
Chesterfield County and cammunities north of us, of which we have received
no benefit whatsoever. We found out that we had no say so in the matter
as far as them beefing those lines up.
But as far as controlling
substations and that, there is limited control the County has over
somebody like Virginia Power or Southside Electric.
Mr. Tickle asked about the substation and the location of such,
would it be on their site, as they, the Board, had seen in Dallas?
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Mr. Scheid stated that was correct.
As far as their current
needs right nCM, he stated he had been 'advised their current needs will be
met with 'What is alreaCly there, there will not need to be any additional
lines constJ::ucted. A substation will need to be constJ::ucted and it would
be on their site ..
carnpanies.

Mr. Scheid continued to address the issue
'Ibis was same~ that he is not aware, of.

of aqditional

Again Mr. Tickle interrupted Mr. Scheid stating' the specific
direction that this question was going' on is there a subsidiary company,
or additional corrpan'ies that will follCM with them and wish to carry out
the same type of actions as Chaparral. For example if there are· five or
six companies that do business with Chaparral will they also be coming to
Dinwiddie.
Mr. Scheid stated the only thing' he could relate to the Board was
that they, as well as himself, went ,to Texas and he did not see any other
industries located on the premises.
He stated he was aware there ,was a
concrete plant that already existed 'on a tract" of land adjacent to th~
steel plant. They had acquired this plant because there were some mutual
benefits that could be obtained, but he did not see any other, industries
located on the premises.
He did not· knCM if that would be the same
scenario on this property.
He stated he was not privy to. that
information.
Mr. Tickle stated there may be other companies that come and join
in , is that possible?
Mr. Bracey stated that we were getting' confused nCM.

Mr. Moody stated he felt 'What the Board was saying' was other
carnpanies might possibly come but if they do they will still have to come
through the' rezoning process •. The enterprise zone just allCMS them to get
incentives similar to Chaparral Steel. Mr. Moody stated he was .. not going
to sit there and say the enterprise zone is not going to make the property
more valuable for the people that are located in' the enterprise zone
because it is going' to attract other industries. They might not move here
they might move to Petersburg.
", Mr. Bracey stated he would like to ask Mr •. Scheid to make sure,
that, he heard right, that Mr. Scheid said Chaparral Steel's property.
There will be nothing on that four, five, two, whatever it. is acres but
Chaparral Steel. NCM if Bracey wants to open up a concrete plant ,then he
will have to come to Mr. Rivers and all. these other persons to purchase
same land, if he wants his concrete plant in that enterprise zone.
Chaparral is there, all the rest is just proposed. Mr. Bracey wanted to
make sure that everyone understands that.
Nothing will be on Chaparral's
property.
Chaparral has a Conditional use pennit to do thus and so, not
to build many industries.
"
,

,

Mr. lDng stated he thought this might be a good time to try to
clarify that issue a little bit. He further stated he felt .like he heard
questions regarding this a couple of tinies during't:l).e hearing' ~ , " One
gentleman or lady asked the question have people agreed to sell. It led
him to believe same folks may think this thing is drawn up as something,
that the County or some entity, will be going out and acquire all the
property. He stated he could somewhat understand that coming right behind
the·Public Hearings they had with TXI",Chaparral.
There may be that
conception, which is not correct.
This creates a zone where certain
things can occur for business or industry which ,may be interested· in
loCating in that area. Everything' within that boundary, shown on the map,
is "not' something that, will constitute someone coming out and knocking on
your door any time in the immediate future that they are aware of. As Mr.
Bracey said any and everyone in the future, just as they have to date,
will have to make application, go through zoning processes, have Public
Hearings ,just, like the company that just located here did.,
He thought.
possibly the two have gotten intenningled, SomehCM. and there may be some
confusion on that point. As far as the question on spin off industry, his
feeling was the best way to answer right nCM is , certainly with· a cornpapy',
the size of the one locating here in Dinwiddie, there is always a
possibility, there is no denying that. Today, as we ,sit here, there' are
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none that have approached the Boa1:d. If they do approach the County they
will have to go through the same process as this company did.
- Railroad Spur Line - Mr. Scheid stated he could not address a..'1y
more than being given some encouragement that there is some movement on
the CSX and Norfolk-Southern discussions but aside from that he is not
privy to any infonnation above and beyond that. He stated he did not feel
he could address that.
Mr. long stated the two railroads and the company are still
talking.
There is no question they are trying to get that issue
resolved.
It is correct, as we sit here this evening, has not been
completely settled but as soon as it is it will be made public knowledge.

- Industrial Park - Mr. Scheid stated there was concern the
enterprise zone would tum the area into an industrial park.
This
certainly is indicating a willingness to look into all different kinds of
uses for the property, above and beyond just agricultural or residential.
- city of Petersbw:g - Mr. Scheid continued there were questions
about the City of Petersbw:g and what were they doing.
They are indeed
running an enterprise zone which they advertised separately in the
newspaper, separate and distinct for our meeting tonight. That might be
where some citizens read the advertisement.
OUr advertisement in the
newspaper did not deal with any of the properties in Petersbw:g. By law
we do not control anything in Petersbw:g.
By the same token, their
advertisement deals strictly with the City of Petersburg property and does
not deal with the County of Dinwiddie, as they have nothing to say about
our property.
- Envirornnental Analysis - Mr. Scheid stated as far as an
environmental analysis or inq:lact on neighborhoods regarding well
contamination.
He did not feel he was qualified to address this issue.
This is beyond what he has authority to deal with.
- Developnent Plan - Mr. Scheid stated again questions arose
regarding what other industries might be coming to the area along with
Chaparral and a request for a copy of the overall development plan. The
only overall developnent plan he had seen was with Chaparral Steel itself
and would be for its primal:y steel facility with its warehousing and
things like that.
He certainly does not see a problem with giving a
developnent concept plan for Chaparral Steel. He stated he assumed. that
poses no problem for that to be seen. He has seen nothing else that would
indicate to hlln that there is anything going on other than their
operation.
'
Mr. Tickle asked Mr. Scheid in order to do that man justice who
asked about the envirornnental iIrpact, in your past history with the County
and businesses you have seen, has anything like that happened before or
just try to give some feed back on that.

Mr. Scheid stated the only thing he had ever been familiar with
is when the County is doing it, it is like monitoring wells around the
landfill site.
Colonial Heights has put monitoring wells by Southpark
Mall and the Charles Dirmnock Parkway.
You can see those. This is very
expensive to do and you can put those wells in and periodically pullout
water samples. It is an on going process.
Mr. Tickle asked if there was anything that had lead Mr. Scheid
to believe this should be necessary on this site.
Mr. Scheid stated he has not seen anything that was being
proposed.
The state has been told in their hearings on this matter and
they are very nRlch charged with the responsibility of surface and
subsurface contamination.
They have not indicated they feel a need for
arr:l test wells to be put in the area or to do any surface testing.

Mr. Tickle asked if it is possible that we can request the
infonnation that relates to this.

Mr. Scheid stated we can ask indeed.
forwa1.'d this on to us.

_.... ;:... '

'!hey would by courtesy
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Mr. Tickle stated he was trying to expedite that in the event any
citizen would like to see something like. that.
Mr. Moody stated he felt' the citizen was asking about the
County's long range plan.
If you could provide him with a copy of the
camp plan. Mr. Moody asked Mr. Scheid to see this was delivered.
Mr. Moody also requested he, the citizen, receive a copy of the zoning
that was just done on that property.
Mr. Scheid stated he felt it was safe to say the current camp
plan, frankly, for this area is no longer a valid plan. Once you have
such a large irrpact in this, when the plan was originally done, which it
was in the planning for approxi11lately a year and a half, and was adopted
by the Board in May of last year, when you have a major irrpact come into
yourcamrnunity, obviously this is a major ilnpact, which nobody could have
foreseen.
He certainly would make the plan available but he would say
obviously if we were to sit down and revise the camp plan tomorrow it
would show major changes in this area because we were not aware of. this a
year and half ago.

- West Petersburg - Mr. Scheid stated regarding wanting West
Petersburg to be included in the enterprise zone, he did not have a
problem sitting down and reviewing the infonna.tion. It would not be just
West Petersburg, there are several other property owners that had shown an
interest in wanting to be included in this area.
When these citizens
fouixl out they are not in the zone they obviously wanted to discuss being
included in this zone with him.
On the other side there are some
residents that do not wish to be included in this enterprise zone.
- Soil and Water Testing - Mr. Scheid stated there was concern
about the drainage of water going from south and west.
'!here was a
question regarding presoil analysis to properties adjacent to Chaparral.
Mr. Scheid again stated he can not speak for the County regarding what
they would . be willing to do as far as the soil analysis of the entire
area.
Also, as far as the' water and sewage tap fees waived for all
properties adjacent to Chaparral, he would assume the only thing the Board
could even possibly consider, with where the lines are going, if anybody
is told it is mandatory they hook up, the Board might want to consider
waiving the fees. He did not see the water lines going down Flank, he did
not see the line going to squirrel Level Road, or to Vaughan Road or
anything like that; therefore, we feel confident the water and sewer lines
obviously are not going there, so it would be impossible to hook them up.
- County Employment - Mr. Scheid continued by stating there had
been questions concerning how many Dinwiddie County people will be
employed. Several other industries in the area had been mentioned and he·
felt if you will call up Ingram or you called up any of the other people
in the area, they probably would not tell you how many were actually based
in Dinwiddie when they came to work for them or how many moved to
Dinwiddie as a result of employment. '!hey might be willing to share with
you some statistics as to we employed X number of local people and we had
to send in from out of state so many.
- Enterprise Zone Property - Mr. Scheid stated with regard to the
people within the enterprise zone, have they agreed to sell their property
question. '!his enterprise zone is like an overlay zone. It does not; mean
that the people need to Sell; want to sell; or have any desire to sell
whatsoever. 'Ihat is an individual part of the property owners right, to
make a decision.
- Property Assessment - Mr. Scheid stated i.f the property values
in this area have indeed decreased he is sure that. the assessor ~ill pick
this up at the next reassessment and adjustments will be made.
Mr. Scheid stated he had addressed all the questions and or
concerns he had and asked if the Board had any further questions for him.
Mr. Bracey stated' that Petersburg already has one enterprise
zone, is this .correct?
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Mr. Scheid stated that was correct, they not only have an
enterprise zone but also a subzone.
Now they are applying for a second
enterprise zone, which they very much want.
Mr. Bracey asked if this would be it for them, as far as the
state is concerned?

Mr. Scheid stated at this point and time, it depends on the size,
as to whether they could apply for a thi:rd enterprise zone.
He thought
Petersburg might be maxed out.
Mr. Moody asked about a noncontiguous area that is available in
this enterprise zone.
He stated he has been concerned about it every
since it was mentioned.
It is possible tonight to add that noncontiguous zone in - it is up for grabs between Petersburg and Dinwiddie
and he was wondering if it could be done tonight.
Mr. Scheid stated he could only give him his thoughts on this.
He did not know if they were legal or not, he felt his thoughts were
pretty much paralleling what he believes the state people are thinking at
this point and time. He has great reservations about doing that for two
reasons. '!he first reason being when we advertised this hearing about an
enterprise zone we quite clearly drew a circle and said this is what we
are considering. It seems to him it would not be fair to include another
area that is not contiguous to this, and designate them as an enterprise
zone without giving proper notice in the paper and giving the people in
that area opportunity to call his office to ask questions and to attend a
meeting like tonight. '!he second issue raised is if there is one subzone
that can be created in a joint enterprise zone and he believes we are
addressing it in a resolution that is being proposed in that we are
reserving it for Dinwiddie. He felt it was pretty much being discussed at
the state level and Petersburg also has knowledge that indeed we are
reserving that right. '!he other concern he had, although most of what he
was thinking about, was as far as being in the enterprise zone, maybe be
in the same block tract data that we talking about right now, some of it
may spillover into another block tract, which means all of the
calculations we have done will have to be redone.
We would have to go
back to the census data and reuse it, if it goes outside of where he was
thinking. What he is thinking may not be the same as what the Board was
thinking.
We are very much pressed for time on this issue, so what he
was saying is, he would prefer not to consider actively designating a
subzone area as noncontiguous to what we are doing right now. But in the
verbiage in the resolution that is passed and with the knowledge of what
we are saying here in public would serve as due notice that Dinwiddie
County is indeed reserving that rigtrt to themselves.
Mr. Daniel Siegel, county Attorney, stated the Board may want to,
just as Mr. Scheid said, suggest an amendment, go through an amendment
process quickly for the coming new year, with the subzone, with a separate
Public Hearing for the subzone, and take care of that through citizen
ccnmnents. He felt that would work out fine and then you are giving notice
on the application that you are having a separate Public Hearing for the
subzone and to expect that in an amendment within a few weeks.

Mr. Moody asked if there were any other questions from the Board
members.
Mr. Tickle wished to make a connnent regarding the water and soil
testing stating that a citizen had asked a very specific question and he
did not think that Mr. Scheid could answer it and he did not think that
the Board members could answer it innnediately.
He felt at this time an
answer was deserved; however, he did not feel comfortable making any
promises when he did not know the ramifications of that.
Just as the
citizen does not know the ramifications of what the Board is doing, the
Board does not know the ramifications of making any type of connnent on
that and we really just jumped over that issue. Mr. Tickle recormnended,
in the near future, some of your designations as to when we will get an
answer back to him.
Mr. Moody stated he would like to say that an Executive Session

was needed for some legal matters and discussing the incentives, if that
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is proper.
What we might can do is address some of those incentive
questions come back and p?ssibly tike a vote after. Executive session.
Mr.
Bracey asked that someone please answer a citizen IS
question. '!here 'WaS a lady who had been raising her hand for the past ten
(10) minutes.

.

'!he citizen wished to address or answer some of their comme:nts.

As far as subsidiaries of Chaparral there is indeed one in site" of the
Midlothian, Texas.
'!here is a slag and scrap processor of TXI, not

Chaparral.
You can also expect one here because they will have to do
something with that stuff.
Also the tire plant out· there, that is a
subsidiary as well. As far as wells go - as required by the state, all
the state permits are still in progress, none have been issued at this
point and are not going to be issued anytime real soon.
'!he wetland
pennit for the state is open to public cormnent until the 30th of D=cember
and the Federal one for the Anny corp of Engineers is open until the 26th
of D=cember.
'!he address to both of those is available for citizen
cormnents on environmental impact and so on.
'!here was some mention of
wells in the application for Chaparral. '!he wells are mentioned a lot in
the comments that are coming in.
'!he citizen speaking stated that she
felt' we will see more monitoring of wells. ,Also on the wetlands, the site
.proposed by Chaparral mayor may not work, depending on how the public
cormnent goes .and how the rest of their application goes.
'!hey are
cOnsidering that land as an enterprise zone, some of it is actually for
mediation purposes.
If that goes in, then your impacted area, with the
water table, is not nearly as bad ~ when an industry has a dischal:ge.
But at the very least if you put in anything that has any kind of
emissions, whether it is water or air, you really ought to consider doing
same base line testing because if you do not know what you are starting.
with, anytime the citizens wants to say, you screwed up my water, it is Up
to you to prove that you did not. It is my recammendation·this needs to
be, done if you are planning to bring, in that.type of induscry. "
.
It was reported to the Board that Mr. Jerry COok had been out
trying to· buy property in this area.
'!he gentleman who made this
statement stated he liv~ at 7409 Vaughan Road and he said Mr. COok had
been to his home twice.
Mr. long stated he was not an agent of ,. the COunty.

'!he gentleman wanted the Board to know this is why they, the
citizens, :,are so excited. '!hey keep being told things by people like Mr.
COok.
Again Mr. long stated it is not related to the County .
. ,
Mr. Moody stated any citizens should feel free to call 'the COunty
offices and inquire as to new zoning. He also told the citizens to watch
the, newspapers.
IN RE:

ExEClJTIVE SESSION

. Upon motion of Mr. Clay, seconded by Mr. Bracey, Mrs. Everett,
Mr.' Clay ,Mr. Tickle, Mr • Bracey, Mr. Moody voting "aye", pursuant to
the Vi:J:ginia Freedom of Information Act, Section 2.1-344(a) 7-COnsultation
with legal counsel; the Board moved into Executive session at 6:35 P.M. A
vote having been made and approved the meeting reconvened into Open
Session at 7:17 P.M.
IN'RE:

CERI'IFICATION

Upbn motion of Mr. Clay, seconded by Mr. Bracey, Mrs. Everett,
Mr. Clay, Mr. Tickle, Mr. Bracey, Mr. Moody voting "aye", the following
resolution was adopt:ed:
WHEREAS, the Board of supeJ::Visors of Dinwiddie COunty convened
an executive meeting on this date pursuant to an affirmative recorded vote
and in accordance with the provisions of the Virginia· Freedom of
Infonnation Act; and
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WHEREAS, section 2.1-344.1 of the Cocle of virginia requires a
certification by the Board of SUpervisors of Dinwiddie County, that such
Executive meeting was conducted in confonnity with the Virginia law;
NCM 'IHEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Board of SUpervisors of
Dinwiddie County, Virginia, hereby cer.tifies that, to the best of each
member's knowledge, (1) only public business matters lawfully exerrpted
from open meeting requirements by Virginia law were discussed in the
executive meeting to which this certification resolution applies; ani (2)
only such public business matters as were identified in the Il¥Jtion
convening the executive meeting were heard, discussed or considered by the
Board of SUperVisors of Dinwiddie County, Virginia.
IN RE:

INCENTIVES -- ENTERPRISE ZONE

Mr. Moody stated the Board had discussed some of the incentives
that the County, at the local level, might provide ani he asked the Board
if they wished to discuss this in open session tonight or what was the
Board's pleasure.

Mrs.

Everett stated

she

felt

this matter needed additional

studies.
Mr. Clay stated he agreed with Mrs. Everett.
Mr. Moody stated we have a feeling from two (2) members that we
do a little more studying on the local incentives, we have a couple of
possible dates of MOnday ani 'I\lesday of next week.
Would Tuesday,
December 30, 1997, at 5:30 P.M. be agreeable with the Board?
IN RE:

ADJOURNMENT

Upon motion of Mr. Bracey, seconded by Mr. Clay, Mrs. Everett,
Clay, Mr. Tickle, Mr. Bracey, Mr. Moody voting "aye", the meeting
adjourned at 7:30 P.M. to be continued until December 30, 1997 at 5:30
P.M. at the Ppmplin Administration Building
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